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Nowadays, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are playing an increasingly 
important role in Xiamen’s employment market, economic structure optimization, 
economic development and social statability. The development of SMEs, however, 
has constantly been discouraged by financing difficulty. Common financing channels 
of SMEs could be direct or indirect. While the doorsill of the direct channel is often 
too high for SMEs to enter, the later one, mostly taking the form of bank credit, 
usually finds SMEs being discriminated due to various reasons including inforamation 
unsymmetry, relatively small scale and high credit risk. SMEs in Xiamen are also in 
suffering of financing difficulty in some extent. 
Based on theoretical research and both domestic and foreign practises, the paper 
attemps to provide some resolution for SMEs’ financing difficulty. One of the 
advisable approaches is to establish and perfect the credit guarantee system of SMEs 
and take full advantages of small and medium-sized banks. It is also important for the 
government to provide a healty enviorment in regards of legility, credit as well as 
information. Those big banks, faced with the impact of disintermediation, are also 
regarding SMEs as a new profit growth point. In order to reach a balance between fast 
credit service and its own profit, the big banks find it nessesary to improve its credit 
approval and grading system and examination system of credit bankers. 
Major contributions of the paper include: (1) a clear and dialectical analyses of the 
hypotheses of SMEs’credit advantages with the conclusion that the advantages mainly 
lie in the information, risk management and cost(2) advsiable approaches for 
SMEs’financing drawn from the practises of Indonesian and BOC Xiamen branch, 
which include market subsection and system improvement (3) conclusions that the 
fundamental reason of financing difficulty of SMEs lies in the information 
unsymestry as a result of their uncrystal financial data both due to SMEs themselves 















reports. It is due to this flaw and the high risk it causes that the banks and guarantee 
instructions have to bear a high cost since it is hard to deal with SMEs’credit in 
wholesale with the help of grading technology. Therefore, in order to free the SMEs 
from the financing trouble fundamentally, it is necessary for the govement to maintain 
the good faith of our society by legality and raise the cost of financial fraud. 
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总量的 99.8%。我国 GDP 的 58%，工业新增产值的 75%、社会销售额的 59%、税收












































据有关部门调查，2008 年下半年至 2009 年，已提交问卷调查的 60 家中小企业
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